NEW FEATURES IN CMD

I) TEST mode in JPROC

After "JPROC HERE" type "TEST"
this will cause the subsequent action to avoid turning on any ttys.
subsequent actions may include LOAD, DUMP, or RECOVER
when the subsequent action is completed, JPROC will type "TEST MODE
xxx COMPLETED"
in order to turn on ttys other than the master tty, you must enter
services and then enter system mode, then use one of TTYON, TTYSON
to enter services in system mode from JPROC type

DEBUG
SERV

then the password for system mode

III) xxxxxxxxxx to destroy JPROC type DEATH
if in services, first type JPROC

II) TTYON, TTYSON, TTYOFF, NETMASTER
new commands in services, available in system mode
TTYON k turns on tty k
TTYSON turns on all ttys
TTYOFF k turns off tty k, only functions if no existing process for k
NETMASTER k changes master tty to k

III) SYSDOWN, FORCEOUT
new commands in services, available in system mode
SYSDOWN causes a forced logout of all ttys except the master tty
FORCEOUT k causes a forced logout of the process at tty k

(presumably gene will produce - better document later)

IV) normal the master tty is number 0 and is in the machine room

(Leue hopes P.S. will all be in Toronto)